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Introduction

25
Flows through "narrow passages" such as micro-channels or pore-scale flows whose dimensions are 
where u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure and ρ is the density. The pressure-velocity coupling is handled using the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting Operators (PISO) method of [44, 45] . The term ∇ · T = ∇ · (µ∇u) + ∇u · ∇µ is the viscous stress tensor. The term f = f g + f s corresponds to all the external forces, i.e. f g = ρ g is the gravitational force and f s represents the capillary forces for the case of constant surface tension coefficient σ. The global properties are weighted averages of the phase properties through 7 the volume fraction value that is calculated in each cell:
The sharp interface Γ represents a discontinuous change of the properties of the two fluids. The surface 
The terms δ s and κ f are associated with the artificially smoothed and sharpened indicator function fields that 169 will be discussed in details in the following section. In the VoF method, the indicator function α represents Ideally, the interface between the two phases should be massless since it represents a sharp discontinuity.
173
However, within VoF formulation the numerical diffusion of Eq. 8 results in values of α that vary between 174 0 and 1.
175
The framework described above reflects the generalised framework of VoF methods that has been used in 176 an extensive range of two-phase flow problems with various adjustments and different degrees of success.
177
In the following sub-sections, an enhanced version of this basic framework is presented; its validity is 178 demonstrated through a range of benchmark cases that addresses some numerically challenging problems 179 reported in the relevant literature. 
Adaptive Compression Scheme (Implicit)
181
To deal with the problem of numerical diffusion of α, an extra compression term is used in order to limit with the global velocity of the one fluid approach u as:
Replacing the above equation to Eq. 8 one gets:
Considering a relative velocity between the two phases (u r =u 1 -u 2 ) which arises from the density and viscosity changes across the interface, the above equation can be written in terms of the velocity of the fluid:
It should be noticed that in the above equation in the calculation of ∇ · (uα ) term the unknown velocity 192 u 1 appears instead of u creating an inconsistency with the basic concept of the one fluid approach. However,
193
since the compression term in reality is active only at the interface that continuity imposes u 1 = u 2 = u and 194 thus u 1 by u can be replaced. The discretisation of the compression term in Eq. 11 is not based directly on 195 the calculation of the relative velocity u r at cell faces from Eq. 9 since u 1 and u 2 are unknown. It is instead 196 formulated based on the maximum velocity magnitude at the interface region and its direction, which is
197
determined from the gradient of the phase fraction:
where the term φ f is the volumetric flux and S f is the is the outward-pointing face area vector and 199 η s f is the face centred interface normal vector. f is used to denote interpolation from cell centres to face 200 centres using a linear interpolation scheme, and defined as following:
and δ n = 1e −8
where δ n is a small number to ensure that the denominator never becomes zero, N is the number of 202 computational cells, for each grid block i and V i is its volume
203
The compressive term is taken into consideration only at the interface region and it is calculated in the 204 normal direction to the interface. The maximum operation in Eq. 12 is performed over the entire domain,
205
while the minimum operation is done locally on each face. The constant (C compr. ) is a user-specified value, in the present numerical framework a new adaptive algorithm has been implemented that is based on the idea 213 of introducing instead of a constant value for C compr. a dynamic one C ad p through the following relation:
where φ c is the compression volumetric flux calculated, u n represents each phase velocity normal to the 215 interface velocity. It is expressed as
The concept of using u n is shown in Fig. 1 . When the interface profile becomes diffusive (wide) C ad p value will increase accordingly in the zone of interest. When the profile is already sharp and additional compression is not necessary C ad p will go to zero. Note that the compression term in Eq. 11 is only valid for the cells at the interface. However, to solve Eq. 15, a wider region of α is required. Therefore, the facial cell field is extrapolated to a wider region using the expression (near interface) in Eq. 17 as (|α − 0.01| * |0.99 − α|). The new calculated, adaptive compression coefficient φ c then substitutes the original
|φ f | |S f | and Eq. 12 can be rewritten as:
The new equation yet still have a user defend value C compr. to give the user the chooses in cases where the 217 adaptive coefficient is not sufficient. Therefore, the new transport equation works in an adaptive manner 218 without any user defined parameters as it can be seen in Eq. 18 
Smoothing Scheme (Explicit)
220
By solving the transport equation for the volume fraction (Eq. 11), the value of (α) at the cell is updated.
221
In order to proceed with the calculation of the interface surface scalar fields for the calculation of η s and κ, 
Initial trial simulations indicated that the recursive interpolation between the cell and face centres can to transform the VOF function (α i+1 ) to a smoother function (α smooth ):
where the subscript denotes the face index ( f ) and (n) the times that the procedure is repeated in order 237 to get a smoothed field. The value at the face centre is calculated using linear interpolation. It should 238 be stressed that smoothing tends to level out high curvature regions and should therefore be applied only 239 up to the level that is strictly necessary to sufficiently suppress parasitic currents. After calculating the 240 (α smooth ), the interface normal vectors are computed using 7, and the interface curvature at the cell centres normal to the interface is calculated, recursively for two iterations:
This additional smoothing procedure diffuses the variable κ f away from the interface. Finally, the 245 interface curvature at the face centres κ f inal is calculated using a weighted interpolation method that is
246
suggested by Renardy and Renardy [37] :
where the interface curvature κ f inal is obtained at face centres. Recalling Eq. 6, the surface tension forces are calculated at the face centres based on the following
In order to control the sharpness of the surface tension forces, the delta δ s is calculated from a sharpened 252 13 indicator function α sh as δ s = ∇ ⊥ f α sh , where ∇ ⊥ f denotes the gradient normal to the face f . In Eq. 23 the 253 surface tension force term is non-zero only at the faces across which the indicator function α sh has values.
254
The α sh represents a modified indicator function, which is obtained by curtailing the original indicator 255 function α as follows;
where C sh is the sharpening coefficient. From Eq. 24 one can notice that, as the sharpening coefficient 
Capillary Pressure Jump Modelling
267
In order to avoid difficulties associated with the discretisation of capillary force f c a rearrangement of 268 the terms on the right hand side of the momentum equation is conducted following the work of [47] , where
269
Eq. 2 is rewritten in terms of the microscopic capillary pressure p c :
where dynamic pressure p d = p − p c , this approach includes explicitly the effect of capillary forces [49]. Then, the pressure jump across the interface is balanced by the curvature force at the interface.
Assuming that pressure jumps can sustain normal stress jumps across a fluid interface, they do not 276 contribute to the tangential stress jump. Consequently, tangential surface stresses can only be balanced by 277 viscous stresses. Therefore one can apply a boundary condition of:
where n s is the normal direction to the boundaries. By including this set of equation to the Navier-Stokes is of the order of the numerical errors. The filter starts from setting an error threshold as;
where φ threshold is the threshold value below which capillary fluxes are set to zero and | f | avg is the 292 average value of capillary forces over all faces. The filtering coefficient U f is used to eliminate the errors 293 in the capillary fluxes. Here a different U f is used, so for different cases the U f value will be set, which implies that the capillary fluxes are set to zero. After selecting the threshold, the capillary flux is filtered as:
Using this filtering method, numerical errors in capillary forces causing instabilities or introducing large 296 errors in the velocity field are prevented. By using the aforementioned filtering technique, the problem 297 stiffness is found to be reduced by eliminating the high frequency capillary waves when the capillary forces 298 are close to equilibrium with capillary pressure. Consequently, it allows larger time-steps to be used when 299 modelling interface motion at low capillary numbers 300
Algorithm Implementation
301
The modelling approach for compression has been implemented using the OpenFOAM-Plus finite as an initial demonstration case for testing the suggested methodology, at a mesh resolution of (60x60x60).
337
The fluid properties of the background phase (water) density ρ 1 is 998 kg/m 3 , and the viscosity ν 1 is 338
1.004e-6 m 2 /s, while the droplet phase (oil) densityρ 2 is 806.6 kg/m 3 , and the viscosity ν 2 is 2.1e -6 m 2 /s, where the phases have unequal density, where ρ is the local density and ρ is the average non-dimensional 363 density of the two phases. Including these two variables does not affect the total magnitude of force applied, (Fig. 3a) , parasitic velocities are high and depend on the compression level. As the 378 value of C compr. increases, the maximum velocity also increases. This might appear to be counter intuitive (1) is also performed in the presented sub-section.
387
The mentioned set-up in cases (S1,S2,S3,S4) is used to investigate the effect of smoothing loops on the parallel to the interface (see Eq. 30) is revealed from cases A1 to A4 of Table 1 ; a decrease of the parasitic 395 currents due to the wrong flux filtering near to the interface can be noticed. In the absence of smoothing 396 loops and just changing the filter value U f , a significant decrease of the parasitic currents is observed 397 as shown in Fig. 4b . Moreover, an optimum decrease in parasitic currents using a value of U f = 0.05 398 is observed ( in Table 3 , the suggested models reduce the maximum velocity field as seen in cases (S2 and A1), then it 410 start to increase, due to the excessive interface smoothing or the un-balanced capillary forces. Selecting 411 the best smoothing and the filtering coefficient combination ( 5 < n < 10 and U f = 0.05), the effect of 412 the sharpening model Eq. 24 is now examined. In Table 2 cases (SE1 to SE4), the C sh has been varied.
413
Looking at Fig. 4a , a great reduction in the interface thickness can be seen reaching almost one grid cell.
414
By combining the effect of sharpening, filtering and smoothing techniques, the same order of magnitude
415
for parasitic currents with a significant decrease in interface thickness has been achieved. It has also been 416 found that in SF1 case specifically, a very good balance in the velocity vector field with zero velocity inside 417 the droplet (Fig. 5 ) has been achieved.
418
As mentioned before, the literature review has revealed the negative effect of increasing the value of 419 compression coefficient, since as the value of C compr. increases the magnitude of parasitic currents also 420 increases. Using the same droplet test case, the effect of increasing the C compr. value on the parasitic current 421 is demonstrated, but this time after applying the smoothing and flux filter models. It should be noted, the 422 aforementioned adaptive compression model is not tested in this case yet, as it will be tested in the next 423 section. In Table 2 cases (SF1 to SF4), the cases using the best combination of the previously mentioned (not included in this study) showed that when the parasitic currents were inertia-driven at the deformation 434 phase they spread further across the computational domain. Depending on the nature of the simulation 435 being considered, this may mean that inertia-driven parasitic currents have a greater impact on the results.
436
Quantifying this effect would be difficult, as any integral measure of the parasitic currents -such as the 
where E parasitic represents the error calculated by the min(U) to be the minimum velocity in the domain 443 achieved using modified solver and min(U) C α =2 to be minimum velocity using standard solver at C compr. = 2 444 during the droplet relaxation over a long time interval. In this section the effect of parasitic current interaction for the case of two stagnant droplets that undergo 
Notched disc in rotating flow
473
In addition to the static droplet test cases, the rotation test of the slotted disk, which is known as the 474 Zalesak problem [52] has been tested. The Zalesaks circle disk is initially slotted at the centre (0.5,0,0.75) of 475 a 2D unit square domain. The disk is subjected to a rotational movement under the influence of a rotational 476 field that is defined by the following equations:
where u(x), w(z) are the imposed velocity components. By applying this velocity, one complete rotation to provide remedies to the previously mentioned deficiencies noticed in the coarser mesh using interFoam.
499
The highly diffusive interface using the standard interFoam also did not maintain the 0.9 iso-contour making 500 two oval shapes at the sides. For higher compression values Fig. 9 (e,h) although the disk shape is preserved 501 by the standard solver, the interface is significantly deformed near the outer disk boundary. Use of the 502 adaptive solver Fig. 10 (b,e,h) shows better consistency for the shape regardless of the imposed sharpening 503 level. Moreover, the adaptive compression eliminates any irregular shapes compared to the standers solver. also demonstrates the role of the sharpening value C sh which can help in controlling the interface diffusion 506 depending on the case under consideration. To examine our adaptive solver mesh dependency, the mesh 507 has been doubled to 400x400. Even for this fine grid resolution case the standard solver gives inaccurate 508 disk shape regardless of the compression value used, as none of them is adequate to balance the interface 509 shape. A zero compression value using the standard interFoam preserves the characteristic shape for the 510 first time (see Fig. 9 (c), compared to Fig. 9(a,b) ). For the higher compression values as in Fig. 9(f,i) , 10(c,f,i)). Moreover, by using the three different sharpening coefficient C sh a thickness of approximately 514 1-2 cells has been preserved. Also minimum difference between the fine and the extra fine grid in terms of 515 interface thickness has been observed, and sharpening algorithm shows the perfect fit to the internal notch.
516
These observations indicate that adaptive compression is less sensitive to tuning parameters such as the 517 sharpening (see Eq. 24), which is not effective for coarse grid resolution. 12. The axis of rotation is located in the centre of the field, and can be described by the following stream 534 function;
where u is the field rotational velocity and T is the period of the flow during rotation. Due to the flow 536 direction, the disc is stressed into a long thread until time t = 4s forming a spiral shape. The interface The standard solver failed to capture the full spiral shape after the disk rotation using the coarse mesh 543 (see Fig. 13(a,d,g) ). Due to the very high diffusion and the absence of compression, iso-contours of 0.1 and 544 0.5 volume fraction have disappeared from the computational domain (see Fig. 13 (a) ). Using the adaptive 545 modified solver the results are problematic as well especially for the tail as presented in Fig. 14(a,d,g ). By curvature becomes comparable to the cell size. At this point, the iso-contours are not able to represent the 562 significant interface curvature inside the cell any more. Iso-contours based on volume fraction advection, leads to errors in the estimate of the fragmented droplet motion similar to those reported byČerne et al.
564
[57] and Roenby et al. [34] . As a final sensitivity test the grid size has been doubled (400x400), to examine 565 the influence of the mesh size on the adaptive solver. Both solvers perform better with this high resolution 566
grid, yet differences have been noticed as with the previous cases. As seen in Fig. 13 (c) the standard (in-567 terFoam) using zero compression coefficient gives a better interface representation with less diffusion and 568 stable tail. By introducing compression (see Fig. 13(f,i) ) the spiral shape is maintained, although wiggly The connection between the two channels as well as the flow directions and geometrical representation are 586 shown in Fig. 15 .
587
Two different operating conditions, summarised in Table 4 , have been selected for presentation. The Table . 5.
591
Figure 16: Contact angle at injection tube measured from experimental images unnatural pinch-off has been observed using the modified solver. On the other hand, a long thread of gas 625 generated using (interFoam) is clearly seen in Fig. 17c . In the previous section a qualitative comparison has been demonstrated using the standard solver and 627 the developed solver against different variation of the control parameters. The validation has been extended 628 to quantitatively compare the bubble generation frequency with experiments. To ensure regularity in the freq is the time needed to produce one bubble in the actual experiment. Table 6 shows the error in the bubble and sensitivity of each model are presented; the best results obtained are summarized in Table 7 . The 645 present work was intended to overcome a natural tendency to evaluate numerical methods using only test 646 cases close to the specific application for which they were designed in the first place. In our study a wide
647
range of conditions have been tested, starting from static interfaces (static droplet), and moving to interface 648 39 smearing (Zalesaks disk, circle in a vortex field ) and bubble generation using experimental (T-junction).
649
As it has been demonstrated, although for all the test cases there is a unique optimum set of parameters conserving. In the future work, the proposed method will be used to model multiphase flow using real 666 porous rocks produced from micro-CT images to characterize the effect of wettability on droplet impacting 667 porous media. • U f % = 0.05
668
• n = 10
• C sh = 0.5
• C compr. = 0.5
Advantage
• Interface presented in one grid cell
Disadvantage
• Sensitive to compression coefficient value (C comp tested 0.5,1,2,3)
• Adaptive compression not used Interacting Parasitic Currents of two relaxing droplets Case SF1
• U f % = 0.05
Advantage
• Droplets do not merge
Disadvantage
• Higher parasitic current than one droplet test
• Adaptive compression not used
Zalesaks Disk
Fine Grid (200 x 200)
• C compr. = Ad ptive
Advantage
• Not sensitive to grid size after the 200x200
• Not sensitive to compression value using the adaptive solver
Disadvantage
• By increasing C sh , interface becomes sharper yet not stable for low parasitic current.
Circle in a vortex field
Advantage
• Increase in accuracy regardless of compression
Disadvantage
• Snapping at tail non avoidable due to grid size effect.
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